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1. Overview

Different legal organizational forms (e.g., corporations, partnerships,
sole proprietorships, S-corporations) can be used to produce identical goods
and services. For partnerships and corporations to co-exist requires equal
after-tax returns to investors. But returns to corporations and partnerships
are taxed differently. This leads to different required before-tax rates of
return

• How do these differences arise?

• How large might they be?

Even admitting differences in required before tax returns does not fully
answer the question: How do partnerships and corporations co-exist? There
are several other factors to consider:

• non-tax differences

• conversion costs

• different investors

• anticipated changes in tax rules

2. U.S. Partnerships and Corporations: Major differences

Let ts to be that tax applies at the shareholder level when the business
is organized as a corporation and tp to be the tax that applies at the
personal level when the business is organized as a partnership. Here, tp
is deliberately vague since it represents the blended tax rate that applies to
income distributed partly in the form of dividends and partly in the form
of capital gains. The rate cannot be specified without knowing the dividend
policy of the corporation and the time over which capital gains recognition
is deferred. Also, let tc be the corporate tax rate. The pretax rates of return
on a business organized as a corporation and a partnership are Rc and Rp,
respectively.
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Partnership

• No entity-level tax

• Income passed through to owners

• One round of tax at rate tp

• Assume tp = 30%

• Total tax is 30%

• More generally, Rp(1 − tp)

Corporation

• “Double” taxation

• Once at corporate level at rate tc

• Then remainder at shareholder level
at rate ts

• Assume tc = 35% and ts = 30%

• Total tax is

35% + 30%(1 − 35%) = 54.5%

• More generally, Rc(1 − tc)(1 − ts)

3. Corporate and partnership return comparisons

3.1 Rough-cut analysis

For corporations and partnerships to co-exist, it must be that

Rp(1 − tp) = Rc(1 − tc)(1 − ts) or,
Rc

Rp
=

1 − tp
(1 − tc)(1 − ts)

In what ways does this analysis overstate the difference between corpo-
rate and partnership net-of-tax returns?

3.2 Tax factors that mitigate the corporate tax disadvantage

• deferral of shareholder tax
– shareholder tax is not assessed each period

• reduction in shareholder tax
– shareholder tax may be reduced or taxed at favorable capital gains

rates

• timing option
– shareholder can time sale of stock to coincide with low tax-rate

periods
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• entity-level tax can be reduced by making tax-deductible distributions
(rather than non-deductible dividends) to capital suppliers

– debt
– employee compensation
– rents and royalties
– supplier contracts

3.3 More refined analysis

Suppose the annual pre-tax rate of return on a project organized as a
partnership is Rp = 10%. What is the after-tax rate of return on the project?

Answer:

Rp(1 − tp)

where tp is the rate of tax on partnership income.

What is the pre-tax rate of return on a project organized as a corporation
that yields the same after-tax rate of return? Suppose the project lasts for
10 years and the no dividends are paid. Thus tax at the personal level is the
capital gains tax, levied at rate g.

Answer: The pre-tax return on the corporate project, Rc,
must satisfy:

[(
1 + Rc(1 − tc)

)10(1 − g) + g
]1/10

−1 = Rp(1 − tp).

In words, the annualized return on the investment in
corporate form must equal the annualized return on the
investment in partnership form. Taking Rc to right side of
this equation and putting everything else on the left gives

Rc =

[(
1+Rp(1−tp)

)10
−g

1−g

]1/10
−1

1 − tc
.

Let us consider how the required rates of return have varied over time:
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3.4 Comparison of Partnership and Corporate Forms over Time

3.4.1 1965—Corporate form is favored

In 1965, tax rates were roughly tp = 70%; capital gains inclusion rate is
50%, so g = 35%; and tc = 48%. If Rp = 10%, then Rp(1− tp) = 3.00% and
Rc = 8.34%.

3.4.2 1985—Partnership form is favored

In 1985, tax rates were roughly tp = 50%; capital gains inclusion rate is
40%, so g = 20%; and tc = 46%. If Rp = 10%, then Rp(1− tp) = 5.00% and
Rc = 11.06%.

3.4.3 1988—Partnership form is even more strongly favored

In 1988, tax rates were roughly tp = 28%, g = 28%, and tc = 34%. If
Rp = 10%, then Rp(1 − tp) = 7.20% and Rc = 13.83%.

3.4.4 1995—Partnership form is as favored as in 1985

In 1995, tax rates were roughly tp = 40%, g = 28%, and tc = 34%. If
Rp = 10%, then Rp(1 − tp) = 6.00% and Rc = 11.66%.

3.4.5 1998—Partnership is still favored, but the difference is slight

In 1998, tax rates were roughly tp = 40%, g = 20%, and tc = 34%. If
Rp = 10%, then Rp(1 − tp) = 6.00% and Rc = 10.78%.

3.4.6 Comment

Notice that the analyses presented above presume the tax personal,
corporate, and capital gains tax rate remain constant over a ten year period.
Obviously, there has been great instability in tax rates over the last fifteen
years. This instability greatly complicates the choice of organizational form.
It may also slow the rate of conversion of partnerships to corporations
when corporations are tax-favored and vice versa. This is because there
are costs associated with the transformation and the benefits, increasingly,
are transitory.
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4. Post–TRA86 incentives

• undertake more activity in non-corporate form

– 225,000 S-Corp. elections in 5 weeks surrounding year-end 1986
compared to 75,000 in all of 1985

• finance corporation activity in ways that avoid as much entity-level tax
as possible

– debt

– leases

– royalty arrangements with resource suppliers

– increased employee ownership

– distribute the return to human capital suppliers as tax-deductible
compensation rather than non-deductible dividends or capital gains

5. Dividends

Relative to the return on project organized in partnership form, what
effect does paying a dividend have on the required rate of return on corporate
projects?

Answer: Paying a dividend in the United States means
the pre-tax return must be higher because paying a
dividend:

• reduces the amount a funds left in the corporation on
which payment of personal level tax is deferred,

• reduces the advantage of timing stock sales by the
stockholder to coincide with periods of low tax, and

• reduces the amount of income that is taxed at the
lower capital gains tax rates rather than the high rate
that applies at the personal level on dividends.
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6. Why do corporations continue to exist given tax disadvantages?

6.1 non-tax advantages are very significant.

• liquidity for owners

• easier access to capital markets

• well-defined property rights under the law

• better market for corporate control

• limited liability

6.2 It is expensive to switch from corporate to non-corporate form.

• tax costs

• non-tax costs

• There is an important distinction between being a seasoned company
and a start-up enterprise when it comes to choice of legal organizational
form.

6.3 Future tax law changes could favor corporations.

• capital gains tax break could increase (Discussions in congress continue)

• personal tax rates could increase more than corporation rates

• perhaps dividend will become deductible

– this alone would make corporation taxed as a partnership

– in most countries, corporation treated much more favorably

– low capital gains tax rates

– integration of corporation and personal tax

– shareholders are granted a tax credit for corporation tax they have
paid indirectly

• U.S. is currently out of sync with most of the rest of world in corporation
taxation
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6.4 Some foreign investors favor corporate form in U.S.
Suppose the home country tax rate is 50%, but the home country

exempts capital gains from tax.

• Partnerships
– Partnerships are taxed at the higher of the U.S. or home country

tax rates.
– Rp of 10% leaves an after-tax partnership return of Rp(1− .5) = 5%

• Corporation
– U.S. taxes corporation income earned in U.S. at rate tc = 35%
– U.S. imposes withholding tax on dividends (at a rate of, say, 15%)

but exempts capital gains
– To earn 5% after-tax on an investment in corporate form where no

dividends are paid, the foreign investor requires a pre-tax rate of
return of only Rc = 7.69% since Rc(1 − tc) = 5%.

Foreign investors retain strong preference to conduct business in the U.S. in
corporate form.

7. Other factors that affect partnership-corporation choice

7.1 Start-up losses favor partnership

• Partner can offset losses against other income (subject to passive loss
limitations)

• corporation: 3-year carryback and 15-year carryforward
– Carrybacks not useful in a start-up situation
– There is no pass-through of corporate losses to shareholder tax

returns

7.2 Not all individuals face maximum marginal tax rates

• Low tax-rate taxpayers (e.g., tax-exempt entities) tend to favor part-
nerships. Tax-exempt entities must be careful to avoid being taxed at
corporate rates on “unrelated business taxable income.”

• Foreign investors facing a high home country income tax rate and a low
capital gains tax rate can prefer investments in corporate form by a wide
margin.
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8. Hybrid Forms—S Corporations1

Tax law is evolving new forms of organizations that combine features of
partnerships and corporations.

8.1 Features

• flow-through tax treatment: S corporations have many features of
ordinary corporations, which the IRS defines as C corporations, but
shareholders of S. corporations are taxed much as if they owned interests
in a partnership, since income of the S corporation is deemed to be
currently taxable income of the shareholders. This means a round of
corporate income taxation is avoided.

• limited liability

• continuity of life

8.2 Restrictions

Since January 1, 1997, S corporations have the following restrictions:2

• up to 75 shareholders

• S corporations may hold foreign and domestic C subsidiaries and do-
mestic S subsidiaries.

• wholly-owned domestic subsidiaries can be treated as divisions of the
parent

• C corporation subsidiaries can elect to file a consolidated return with
other C corporation subsidiaries.

• shareholders of S corporations may include
– charitable organizations,
– employee stock ownership plans
– pension plans
– most trusts

1 Source: Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P.
2 The former rules limited S corporations to at most 35 shareholders. Other corpora-

tions, partnerships, non-resident aliens, tax-exempt organizations and some types of trusts
were ineligible to be shareholders. Also, S corporations were forbidden from owning 80
percent or more of a C corporation.
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9. Summary

Whether the corporate or partnership form is preferred depends on

• three income tax factors
– investor’s personal tax rate on ordinary income, tp

– corporate tax rate, tc

– shareholder tax rate on stock returns, gtp Note: g is the capital
gains inclusion factor.

• available before-tax rates of return

• length of the investment horizon

• capital structure of the firm
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